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Thank you for your commitment to Safety First and Always

Key Safety Contacts: CONN.: Zeke Dumas  413-834-5289   I  MASS.: Jon Duffy  339-987-7007 
GAS: Janet Evans  860-558-5075   I   N.H.: Chris Stock  603-930-4548

Weather Forecast for 5/5/20: Mostly sunny with temperatures in the mid 60s across most of the Eversource 
service territory.

Key Safety Message: Alcohol-Based Hand Sanitizers can be Flammable
Ethyl alcohol, an active ingredient in alcohol-based sanitizers, is considered a flammable liquid and can 
be ignitable. Although the incidence of fires related to alcohol-based sanitizer is very low, it is extremely 
important to take appropriate safety measures when in use.
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CAUTION: Alcohol-Based Hand Sanitizers Can Ignite

REMINDER: If you are not feeling well or a member of your household is sick, call your supervisor. 
After you’ve called your supervisor, call HRConnect at 800-841-8684.

• Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions and the Safety Data Sheet 
(SDS) information for use and precautions.

• Use only a dime-sized amount of sanitizer; too much liquid may not 
evaporate quickly.

• Make sure all liquid has evaporated before touching any surface.

• If spilled or otherwise released, immediately remove all ignition sources  
from the area to mitigate the possibility of a fire. 

• If spilled, clean up with water immediately. (This is a chemical and should not be combined with 
other cleaning agents.)

• Store away from all heat and ignition sources, including (but not limited to) sparks, open flames, 
any types of electrical outlets, switches or equipment, and extreme heat or hot temperatures. 

• No smoking should be allowed when in use and all sparks and flames should be avoided. 

• In case of eye contact, remove contact lenses (if present) and wash immediately with clear 
water for at least 15 minutes. If irritation occurs, contact a physician immediately.  

• In case of accidental ingestion, drink water to dilute. Do not induce vomiting. Contact  
a physician immediately.  

Important Safety Precautions

Alcohol-based hand sanitizers can sometimes react in an unexpected manner. In April 
2020, a worker in Norway used alcohol-based hand sanitizer and touched a metal 
surface before the liquid evaporated. As a result of static electricity, the vapor 
from the hand sanitizer ignited with an almost invisible flame on both hands.  
After the worker quickly extinguished the flames, he experienced first and  
second degree burns to his hands. 


